Host Eric_W says:
USS Apache - Interference - 10603.03
Host Eric_W says:
The Apache are attempting to escape the Metron Consortium vessels, heading away from Tammeron... A half crippled ship, flying through a field of subspace distortions, away from three clearly stronger vessels...
Host Eric_W says:
<<<<<<<<<<Begin>>>>>>>>>>
SO_LtJG_York says:
::at Sci1, keeping a constant lock on the following vessels::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::in sickbay::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache is several minutes ahead of the Metron Consortium vessels, having benefited from a quick jump to warp...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: continues to maneuver the ship through evasive maneuvers to keep the Apache one step ahead of her persuers..sweat dropping from his brow while he sits at the FCO station. ::
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::gulps:: SO: Rreporrt, Mrr. Yorrk!
SO_LtJG_York says:
::stands up and walks over to the XO:: XO: We have several minutes on the Metron vessels sir. How are you feeling? Any lasting effects?
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::in the most isolated part of Main Engineering, sitting down at a console and resting his eyes for a moment::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::sits down in what would be the XO's chair::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
XO: Ma'am...I've bought us a little bit of breathing room..but those ships have got some serious muscle..I don't know how much longer I can keep them off of us.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
SO: Quite frrankly, Mrr. Yorrk, I'm scarred to death.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> ::sees Davis and approaches him slowly, giving him a nudge in the ribs:: CIV: Sir? You alright?
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::looks up from the table, seeing no one... and stands up, heading out the door to a TL::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
TL: Bridge.
SO_LtJG_York says:
::hands her a PADD:: XO: Here is my report on what happened after you were stunned, and you would be glad to know that we are 10 minutes from Federation Space...it might be a good idea to call Starfleet.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
FCO: Just keep doing yourr best. We'rre almost to Federration space.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
XO: Ma'am, maybe we can find someplace to hide the ship while we get our engines patched up a little better...a nebula or asteroid field...right now I'd be happy to hide behind a gas cloud if it would help.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::rubs eyes, not really asleep:: Chief Matthews: Yea, I'm OK...just haven't been sleeping regularly as of late.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::takes the PADD and looks it over:: SO: Agrreed. Let's open a channel to the nearrest Federation anything. Colony, outpost, station.
SO_LtJG_York says:
FCO: Just keep us on course with the nearest Starbase, but scan for any hiding places along the way. ::glances at the XO, hoping for the same response::
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: Yes sir.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> ::slumps down into chair next to Davis:: CIV: Yea, I know the feeling. I hardly feel like I sleep at all.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads for Ops::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The three Metron vessels are positioned in a chevron orientation.... they maintain their course and speed, but they dont' seem to be gaining on the Apache...
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::nods to the FCO::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: checks the navcharts frantically....growling as he notices one gas giant out of range...and snapping his fingers when he spots a nebula ..:: XO: Got us a hidey hole...and ..hold up. :: Looks puzzled at his screen. :: 
SO_LtJG_York says:
::notices Mr. Ryushi and stands up:: OPS: Sir, are you alright?
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: Sir, maybe you should give our "Metreon ships" a good scan...I think they may be paper tigers.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::keeps rubbing eyes slowly, wondering if it will actually make him more awake::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: Paper tigers? Explain.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
SO: Fortunately, yes. My leg was broken in two places. No thanks to Lieutenant Commander Robertson.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> CIV: Think you made the right decision?
SO_LtJG_York says:
::nods to OPS:: OPS: I'm glad you're better sir. That was a close call. Anyway I stand relieved.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Chief Matthews: Decision? ::stops rubbing and looks at Matthews with a squint::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: Okay...here's another thing that is yanking my chain...if these guys were really "godlike" and all..they should be smoking us ...were half gimped up and were holding our distance...these guys aren't even gainin on us...somethin is definately not Kosher! 
SO_LtJG_York says:
::walks over to the FCO and looks at his scans:: FCO: You think it might be a trap?
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
SO: And, while you're standing, I suggest you take your station. Mr. Mercury is correct, there is something very wrong with this situation.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The sensors detect a destabilization 20 seconds up ahead...
SO_LtJG_York says:
OPS: Yes sir.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> ::leans back in the chair, suddenlly uncomfortable with the line of questioning::
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::stifles a giggle at the FCO's comments::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: eye's go wide as he rapidly changes course. :: ALL: HANG ON!
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews: CIV: You know...::pulls at his own uniform's sleeve::...with putting the uniform back on and all...?
SO_LtJG_York says:
::grabs the back of the FCO's chair::
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::grips the armrests::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::braces against the console::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: maneuvers the ship the best he can to avoid the disturbance...gritting his teeth as he mutters curses in four different languages..none of them Terran. ::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::runs to this station while struggling to stay on his feet::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::feels the ship shift and holds on to the console; he sees Matthews doing much the same::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache swings to the side, as a rough course change moves it away from the Destabilization... the Metron ships scramble to match the course change... but the Apache loses precious seconds, as the Metron vessels creep slightly closer... 
SO_LtJG_York says:
::glances at the readouts:: XO: Sir! Localized disturbances, like earlier. I need to run closer scans to be sure.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Chief Matthews: What the hell was that?
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
SO: Did we get a channel open?
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> ::accesses console even before Davis asked the question:: CIV: We shifted course quickly...trying to identify why we did that now...
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: Not yet sir, I reccomend Mr. Ryushi finish that task while I keep an eye on the sensors.
SO_LtJG_York says:
All: The Metron ships are closing!
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
XO: Dammit!! Sorry Ma'am...had to do a change course to avoid whatever that big whatchamacallit was...we lost some of our lead....I'll do what I can but if we hit anymore of these...our buddies are gonna catch up.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: Up ahead, a more concentrated field of destabilizations...
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: That would be my responsibility, sir. My apologies, I was not aware the order was given. Whom do you wish to contact?
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
Self: Oh lovely.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: rapidly changes course...testing the ship's very limits as he manuevers the ship this way and that....keeping the ship from impacting against the edge of the disruption zones. ::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::not sure if it was Matthews or the ship shifting under his feet suddenly, but he feels much more awake now::
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: Sir, we have more destabilized fields ahead! FCO: Change course Ensign, feeding you more data.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: We need to contact the closest Starfleet outpost orr patrrol vessel.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: Sir...things are about to get interesting...
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::stands up and goes to the console behind his chair, bringing up the status of navigation systems::
SO_LtJG_York says:
FCO: How interesting, Ensign?
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: Oh god OH god...were all going to die.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: That interesting
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: As the Apache ship maneuvers rapidly, so too do the Metron ships... until one of the Metron vessels accidentally nicks the edge of a destabilization, and in a flash, the ship is tossed out of warp...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::shakes his head::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: notices the metron explosion and grins. :: XO: Ma'am...I think I have an idea.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache plasma relays begin to overheat...
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: We lost one of the Metron ships! It hit the destabilized area and dropped out of warp.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Aye, sir. Sending out a general distress signal, all frequencies.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
FCO: Elaborrate.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::sees navigation is fine, but hears a blue alert go off on his console and realizes something is clearly not alright::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::notices the internal alarms going off::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Self: Damn it.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: curses again as he notices the plasma relay warning lights go on. :: XO: Well if engineering can keep my plasma relays from going all Kaboomy...I might be able to manuever our Metron buddies to go zen with those disturbances. 
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> CIV: What is it?
SO_LtJG_York says:
::taps his badge:: *Engineering*: York to Engineering, what's going on?
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Chief Matthews: Looks like there's a great deal of stress on several different plasma relays..
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
*SO*: Looks like the maneuvering and the like has placed stress on several plasma relays - we're attempting to compensate.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: continues to plot courses to bring them closer and closer to the effective edge of the disturbances...humming the "Ride of the Valkyres" to himself as he does so. ::
SO_LtJG_York says:
*CIV*: Please do, also I need more power to weapons and shields.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
FCO: Do yourr best.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::tries to boost power to maneuvering thrusters and engines, then tries to bypass the ecess power around the systems which are showing signs of "kaboomy"::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
*SO*: Anything else I can do for you?
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
Self: Dun duh ..dun da da dun dah ..dun da da doooom.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Metron ships enter weapons range... and a torpedo is fired, across the bow of the Apache...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::turns around:: All: Might I suggest we arm ourselves? We know the Metron's have no trouble transporting through our shields.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: There is no response to the general distress call...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
Viewscreen: Oh no you didn't!
SO_LtJG_York says:
*CIV*: Thats all, thank's Will.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache, and the Metron vessels, enter Federation space...
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: We have entered Federation Space sir.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> ::works frantically at console, identifying overloaded units and finding ways to work around them::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: growls a Caitian curse involving the metron's parentage as he guides the ship into Federation space. :: XO: Just a little longer, ma'am.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: We have entered Federation space... still no response to our distress signal, however.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache accidently nicks a minor destabilization... and the ship rocks as it is almost tossed out of warp...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::almost tossed out of his chair::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::braces against the console::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The lead Metron vessel fires another shot.... a torpedo that hits the shields full blast... the shields go down to 72%...
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::holds on::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::hits chair behind himself, but manages to run into Matthews and pins the two of them against the console - at least they didn't fall to the ground::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: cries out in frustration as he compensates the ship's course...wiping sweat from his eyes and continues to keep the ship out of the firing arcs. :: SO: Any ideas...I think they are getting better at shooting at us, sir. 
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Chief Matthews: Work on the shields...give them support from whatever systems you can.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> CIV: Roger that, sir.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Shields at 72%, sir!
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::analyzes warp engines quickly to see if the ship can go back to warp::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::bites his lower lip:: Self: Blimey.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Grafting Tactical into Ops, arming weapon systems. Might I offer a suggestion, sir?
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: Go ahead.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
SO: Can someone PLEEEASE shoot at them or something...heck..transport some friggin anti matter mines or something..I can't pilot this thing like this forever!
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: On long range sensors, a Federation ship emerges, the USS Vanguard, Galaxy-class vessel, heading towards the Apache, about fifteen minutes away...
SO_LtJG_York says:
XO: Good news Commander, the U.S.S. Vanguard is on an intercept course, ETA 15 minutes.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: I suggest an all-stop. We should confront them. I needn't remind you, they are now in our space.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Metron vessels roll, as they move forward to flank the Apache... firing at her nacelles.... while attempting to avoid the destabilizations...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: sees the far off transponder of a friendly ship in the distance....changing course and using all remaining speed to reach the Vanguard. :: OPS: Sir, I really don't think they CARE who's space they are in.
SO_LtJG_York says:
::turns around:: OPS: Sir...they are more powerful than ten Federation starships, we are one crippled craft. Do you suggest we throw rocks?
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: drops the ship on it's Z axis to avoid the shots fired by the Metrons. ::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::ignores the insubordinate comments from the FCO and SO and addresses the XO:: XO: In fifteen minutes, the USS Vanguard will arrive to join us.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::registers huge stress on the ship's warp core as the nacelles take their pounding; desperately tries to keep the core online::
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: We can turn and fight when the Vangaurrd meets us.
SO_LtJG_York says:
::shakes his head and turns around:: Self: Vulcans..
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The power relays on Decks 10, 11 and 12 are beginning to overload...
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Precisely.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: A shimmering is seen on the bridge, as three people clad in armor and phasers appear...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: growls as he pours on the speed...desperatlely trying to get the Apache to safety. :: Self: I am not going to let these two-bit, no-talent-God-Wannabes take me...no sir. ::
CNS_Niventra says:
::walks onto the Bridge from the turbolift::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::hears the hum of a transporter and grabs his phaser and jumps up::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
<Chief Matthews> CIV: There's no power left to provide the shields with...we're los ::lifted off the deck by explosion on the adjacent console::
Host Eric_W says:
<Soldier 1> ::spins, and starts firing into the turbolift::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: notices the intruders and screams out to the crew. ::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
All: Hang on!!
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
Chief Matthews: Chief! ::rushes to the side of the man and drops to his knees, checking Matthews for a pulse::
CNS_Niventra says:
::gasps as she sees the people in armor on the Bridge; ducks to miss the phaser fire::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::fires his phaser at one of the armored aliens::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::jumps behing the Tactical station for cover::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: Taps the emergency overide to the inertia dampers...turning the ship on its side as he does so to keep the intruders off their feet.::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::fires at the soldier who attacked the CNS::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
*Sick Bay*: Engineering to Sick Bay, Medical Emergency...I repeat, we have a man down in Main Engineering!
Host Eric_W says:
<Sick Bay> *CIV*: Beaming out now, sir...
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: Chief Matthews is beamed to Sickbay...
CNS_Niventra says:
::crawls behind a console and catches her breath::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::pounds the deck with his fist, then quickly gets up and tries to figure out what caused the console to explode like that::
CNS_Niventra says:
Self: What the hell is going on here?!
SO_LtJG_York says:
::fires his phaser again, from his cover::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The soldiers fire indiscriminately at those on the bridge... as the SO hits one of them, he crashes to the deck plating, leaving two others...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: growls as he ducks in his seat...continuing to pilot the vessel as quick as he can to the safety of the Vanguard. ::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::just now sees the relay overloads on Decks 10-12, and figures they are responsible in part for the surges throughout the ship::
SO_LtJG_York says:
Self: There you go you overgrown boyscout! ::fires more shots::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::ducks behind the console, continuing to fire his phaser::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache rocks to the side as the FCO releases inertial dampers slightly... and as the Metron vessels try to compensate, the one on the port side hits a destabilization, and it is knocked to normal space... but not before its nacelle grazes the shields of the Apache... 
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::hiding behind her chair and looking for a good shot with her phaser::
CNS_Niventra says:
::I didn't realize that today was BYOP to the Bridge day...::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The momentum of that grazing motion sends the Apache towards the starboard Metron vessel, its shields pressed against one another, and both ship's shields spark furiously...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::falls out from his cover as the ship is rocked and hits his head::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::presses the red button on his console... collision alarm::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: One of the phaser arcs hits the SO in the shoulder; he drops his phaser...
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
:;diverts all power to shields before he is knocked off his feet::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: growls as he feels the ship shake ...shaking his head as he moves directional control to roll the ship up and over the Metron vessel, using the contact with her shields to give her added momentum away. :: Metron vessel : Friggin Sunday Drivers...Get a Licence you Dweeb!!!! 
SO_LtJG_York says:
::screams out in pain and drops his weapon, his vision blurry::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: A console next to the remaining Metron explodes, temporarily stunning him...
CNS_Niventra says:
::sees the SO go down and cries out, furious that she doesn't have her own weapon::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache receives a hail from the Vanguard, as the ship moves away from the remaining Metron vessel...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::holds his arm, clutching it as if it would stop the pain:: Outloud: Bloody git!
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::pushes himself back to his feet, and then into the chair he started out in:
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Sir, we are being hailed by the Vanguard.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::fires at the stunned Metron:: OPS: Answerr the hail!
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The third Metron collapses.... 
CNS_Niventra says:
::runs over to the SO:: SO: Are you alright? Aloud: We need a medic!
SO_LtJG_York says:
::crawls to safety, resting against the bulkhead::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Aye. ::puts it through::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::attempts to re-establish shields, which Matthews had been working on prior to his injury::
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The remaining Metron ship continues firing, targeting the bridge of the Apache...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: continues to manuever the vessel away from the last Metron, grinning like a maniac as he is oblivious to everything else...zoned into his piloting. ::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::bypasses normal EPS taps and again tries to divert all power to shields::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: pulls the ship on a barrel roll....denying the Metron a line of sight shot on the bridge. ::
SO_LtJG_York says:
::looks up and notices a beautiful face...feeling lightheaded:: CNS: Rynia..is that you? 
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
XO: I think we ticked this last one off, Ma'am.
CNS_Niventra says:
Aloud: Oh gods, he's delusional...
Host Eric_W says:
<Capt. Fitzpatrick> COM: Apache: This is Capt. Fitzpatrick of the Vanguard. Sit tight, we're here to help.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::has trouble working around overloaded units - the ship has been a mess this entire mission::
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
COM: Vanguard: Thank you, we appreciate the assistance!
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
COM: Vanguard: God bless you!
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
Self: Thank god, the calavary is here...
SO_LtJG_York says:
::tries to grab a hold of the form infront of him, but can't raise his hand::
CNS_Niventra says:
::thinks, Do I look blonde and ditzy?!:: SO: No, it's me, Counselor Niventra. A medic is coming.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: As the Metron vessel continues firing, and the Apache continues evading, the Vanguard appears on the viewscreen, and fires at the Metron vessel... the Metron vessel drops to normal space, along with the Vanguard... 
SO_LtJG_York says:
::shakes his head as to clear the dizzyness:: CNS: Niventra? Yes...medic please, where did Rynia go?
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::checks status of shields again, not even sure if his efforts did any good::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: uses the Vanguard as a obstacle..keeping it between the Apache and the Metron antagonist. :: Metron: Yeah..thats right...suck a torpedo you pasty faced asshat!
CNS_Niventra says:
SO: She's been long gone, Mr. York. Now please, just try to stay calm and not yell out silly things... Can you move your arm?
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::as his fingers fly across the console, adjusting power levels shipwide to compensate for the enourmous strain on the engines::
FCO: Control yourself, Mr. Mercury. You are on the bridge of a starship.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::also runs a level five diagnostic on the engines, as he has no idea whether they can even move at the moment::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: takes a deep breathe and notices that the Metron now have the Vanguard to deal with. :: XO: Sir..Metron ship is no longer persuing us...permission to take us out of warp.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
FCO: Grranted
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Vanguard continues the battle against the Metron vessel....
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Metron vessel is sustaining heavy damage...
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
FCO: Let's head back to the Vanguarrd, watch the bullies get thierr licks
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: drops the ship out of warp and relaxes slightly...noticing all the yellow and red blinking lights indicating stressed and overtaxed systems. :: XO: Okay...that was fun. Can we do it again?
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The three Metron soldiers slowly begin to stir...
SO_LtJG_York says:
CNS: Move?...What? Arm?....no I don't think so.
CNS_Niventra says:
::rolls her eyes at Mercury's comment::
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
::looks at the warp core as well as crewman run frantically around engineering; it's normal rhythm has been slowed, and he realizes they really need to get away from wahtever is happening and give themselves a chance to fix the problems:: 
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: grins as he stands up ..looking over at the moving Metrons..giving one a stirring kick to the stomach. :: Metron: Who's your Daddy, Huh?
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::feels the drop out of warp and immediately begins assigning damage control teams::
CNS_Niventra says:
SO: Come on then. Up you go. I'll take you down to Sickbay. ::notices his blood on her hands::
SO_LtJG_York says:
CNS: What...is she there? Like last time?
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
::stifles a giggle:: All: Good job everryone...now will someone get this trrash to the Brrig? ::indicates the Metrons::
CNS_Niventra says:
SO: No, she's NOT there. She's not ANYWHERE except on the Sharikahr now c'mon before you bleed to death.
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Apache returns to the Vanguard... to witness a cataclysmic explosion, of the Metron vessel...
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: takes his sidearm out and points it at the Metron. :: Metron: In the last twenty minutes..I've cramped every finger in my hands...sweated my body weight through my pores, and made me curse in front of the crew...GIVE me a reason to vaporize you you slimy, stupid, doofus! 
SO_LtJG_York says:
CNS: Alright...where are we going?
CNS_Niventra says:
::ushers him to the turbolift:: SO: You really are a piece of work...
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::rushes down from his console and grabs the phaser in the FCO's hand::
FCO: Control yourself.
CIV_LtJG_Davis says:
*Bridge*: Engineering to Bridge, can we, uh, get a timeout here? The warp core is barely functioning, shields are probably worthless, and I'm sick of watching people run around down here...!
Host Eric_W says:
ACTION: The Vanguard hails the Apache...
CNS_Niventra says:
Turbolift: Sickbay.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: looks at the OPS and shakes his head...handing his phaser to him and nodding. :: OPS: Sorry sir, just got a little excited.
SO_LtJG_York says:
::gets to his feet with the help of the CNS::
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: takes his station and mutters under his breath. :: OPS: Asshat.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::takes the FCO's phaser and goes back to Ops::
FCO: Do not let it happen again, ensign.
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
::notices the hail:: XO: We are being hailed, Commander. The Vanguard.
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
OPS: That's that. I mean..yes, sir.
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
OPS: Let's say thanks
FCO_Ens_Mercury says:
:: flexes his fingers and leans back in his chair. :: Self: Well...it could have been worse.
Host Eric_W says:
<Capt. Fitzpatrick> COM: Apache: Glad to see you're in one piece, Apache. Do you require any assistance?
OPS_Lt_Ryushi says:
XO: Yes, sir. Onscreen. ::puts the hail onscreen::
XO_Cmdr_Rr`Vellan says:
COM: Vanguard: If you can sparre some engineerrs, we'rre a little brruised.
SO_LtJG_York says:
::looks up at the CNS:: CNS: You are very beautiful Counselor...::has trouble speaking::
CNS_Niventra says:
::the doors open to reveal the deck:: SO: So they tell me... just don't talk anymore... ::half drags him down the corridor::
Host Eric_W says:
<Capt. Fitzpatrick> COM: Apache: Certainly. We will also escort you back to Starbase 366. I suspect that Adm. Iverson will be eagerly awaiting your report.
Host Eric_W says:
<<<<<<<<<End>>>>>>>>>>


